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and knew the customs of their peoples, their jungles, tracks and rivers and 
how to live on the country. 

Wingate gave the stxxxxdy mountain bred Gurkhas and the city bred 
tall British troops intensive training in in jungle warfare, river crossing 
and forced marches with heavy packs t i l l they were moulded inot tough and 
determined shock troops. Thousands of troops became muleteers and stayed 
with their animals day and night. Others learned to look after elephants. 
The rest were used as infantry. 

Divided into several columns able to opeate separately, the force 
moved with aircraft cooperation. Radios kept them in touch with army head-
quaters and rxxxxdio messages told planes where to drop supplies, which 
targets to bomb and the latest news of enemy movements. Loudspeakers were 
used to talk to the villagers and leaflets were issued to them. 

Proceding eastward by Jungle tracks and over mountain tanges, 
certain columns penetrated over 200 miles into Burma. Early in their march 
putting out of action a main railway link, they destroyed the track and 
bridges at seventy five plaues. The enemy tried to encircle them and 
after sharp encounters our men proceded eastward and crossed the river 
Irrawady. Operating there for a considerable period and engaging large 
numbers of the enemy, when they had done as Much damage as they could, the 
force made its way out in spite of a Jap attempt to trap them. 

The R.A.F. played a magnificent role in this expedition doing over 
50,000 miles of night and day flying, transporting and delivering by para-
chute over half a million xxxx pounds of supplies to constantly moving troops 
and sometimes evacuating the wounded. 

Wing te went with the British Premier to Quebec and there plans were 
formulated for the recent airborne invasion of Burma, landing troops 200 
miles behind the enemy lines. It is Indeed very unfortunate that when his 
forces were once again making history that ther leader should have lost 
his life in an aircrash over our own territory. 

Wingate lived and died a hero. His men embody in concrete form his 
ideal of the "combination of the oldest with the newest". They think of the 
Japs in the same terms:" a dull, ferocious, poverty-stricken l i t t le enemy". 
The spirit that he has instilled into them and the training they have 
received befit them for one of the most arduous yet grandest jobs of the 
war in the East-- the driving of Japs back to their homeland. 
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